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Archaeology hasn’t been much studied by professional historians of science – at least compared to
neighboring fields – and when it is discussed, its formation as a field is of secondary interest. It’s
considered in relation to other more well-studied fields, or as a context in which the politics and ideology
of modernity, colonial and settler states, nationalism play out. By contrast, archaeologists have been
prodigious historians of their own field, and they put their internal histories to work in a number of
consequential ways. It is these internal histories that concern me here; I see in them examples of historyat-work that exemplify and expand upon what Hasok Chang describes, in Inventing Temperature (2007),
as complementary science: “history and philosophy of science as a continuation of science by other
means. My aim in this talk is to identify the various ways in which HPS undertaken by practitioners
informs the doing of archaeology, expanding upon Chang’s account, and to draw out the implications for
our own practice as historians and philosophers of science.
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